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“The UA has been preparing instructors to train
new generations of United Association
journeymen for more than five decades. This is
a truly noble endeavor, and I am grateful to all
who have made this program such a success.”
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Michigan Mechanical
The United Association Training Department
Industry
has once Alliance
more put together classes thatReport
meet all the needs of our

organization. New courses are being offered, along with variations
throughout the curriculum, which are intended to make the program more
relevant and up-to-date.
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Along with the Instructor Training Program, the United Association
Mechanical
International Apprentice Contest will run simultaneously with ITP week.
Winners of the
contest divisions willReport
be recognized at the Completion
Industry
Alliance
UA General President William Hite

Ceremony. The UA continues its mandate, “Leading the way in Training”.
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UA Local 190 Instructors

Registration—Busiest Day Of the Week

There is a day no more full of activity at the UA Instructor Training Program, than Registration. Everyone is busy getting
their classes and workbooks, along with meeting with old friends and introducing themselves to those who are destined
to be their new friends.

Techniques in Interaction and Discussion and
Developing
Individualized
Instruction
This course presented techniques for improving
interaction and discussion in the classroom and
developing individualized instruction. Course topics
included: the place and role of discussion and
interaction in the trade teaching process, principles of
conducting classroom discussions, and keeping
discussions on target. The use of questions as a
teaching tool and the nature of conference and small
group techniques in trade education were also
addressed. The course also included a workshop in the development of special individualized instruction procedures and
aids. Topics included: problems inherent in “mixed” class settings, group organization and teaching procedures for a mixed
class setting. Everyone was encouraged to bring materials from their own classes to use for reference during the week.

Trade Teaching Overview
and Conditions for
Learning
This course was an introductory professional course for
United Association (UA) Instructors. It provided students
with an understanding of trade education in the
american education system, goals of trade education,
the uniqueness of trade education, and the
responsibilities good trade teachers have in structuring a learning environment where change takes place. Instructors
learned to recognize differences in learning outcomes, develop skills in the design of instruction to meet different learning
needs, develop a strategy for analyzing the content requirements of trade related learning, and lesson plans to articulate
their design of a learning environment. They also are exposed to the services that are currently available through the UA
Training Department.

Geothermal Certification/Training
As geothermal heat pumps capture more of the HVAC market, the need for
competent installers increases as an integral part of the growing geothermal
industry. Recognizing this
need, the UA teamed up with
the International Ground
Source Heat Pump Association (IGSHPA) to bring this technology to its
members. This training session, designed specifically for the UA, gave attendees the necessary skills to train fellow UA members in this exciting
technology. This training also allowed your members to become part of the
effort in bringing energy independence and environmental security to our
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Around The Campus

Above—L. to R.—Cathy’s amazing, she can even help out the Canadian Guys! - Tracy’s just wondering how much her Mom must be thinking about this week (Mom is, of course, Wanda Jameson who retired last year) - Working hard to keep everybody happy
Below—L. to R.—Terry Urbanic smoozing with the troops - Sorry, no matter how hard you smile, no discounts
Ann St. Eloi talking with UA brothers

Above—L. to R.—Okay, Explain it to me again, Why did we have to get here so early??? - Guy in the back? No, you stay in the picture! We said you’d make the newsletter and you did, but I can’t believe we are using a picture with a guy in a green hat like that!
Below—L. to R.—Come on, how often do you see these people? Get off the phone John - Three mustaches and a cowboy hat! Had to use
this picture! - Peggy Klapper (wife of UA 190 Training Coordinator Scott Klapper) collecting donations for the
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Have A Safe Trip Home
What a terrific week this has been. The community has
been extremely happy to have you here.
We look forward to the UA returning to Michigan, and
along with the Michigan State Pipe Trades and representatives from the Michigan Mechanical Contractors
Association, we sincerely hope your stay has been a
happy one.

Sandra L. Miller, President
Greater Michigan PMC
58 Parkland Plaza
Suite 600
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734-665-4681
www.greatermichiganpmc.org

We know with the excellent curriculum of the UA Instructor Training Program that it has definitely been an educational one.
Congratulations to UA General President William Hite
on the amazing program here at WCC. We also extend
our best wishes for his speedy recovery.
Also, congratulations to UA Director of Training Mike
Arndt on this incredible program. Director Arndt and all
the members of the UA Training Department, make it
look easy with the quality way they put the program together. We congratulate all of them on the exceptional
job they do on this program, as well as all year long assisting Local Training Programs.
We hope you have a safe trip home and that we’ll see
you again next year!

Bryce Mitchell, Business Manager
UA Local 190—Plumbers /
Pipefitters / Service
Technicians / Gas Distribution
7920 Jackson Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
734-424-0962
www.ua190.org
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Bryce Mitchell, Business Manager Sandra Miller, President
UA Local Union 190
Greater Michigan PMC

Go to
www.greatermichiganpmc.org
UA - UA Training and view ten years of
UA Training Program pictures

